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Abstract
A 10 ft wide and 10 ft deep sinkhole that catastrophically formed approximately 120 ft upstream
of the crest of Clearwater Dam in southeastern Missouri was the target of a high-resolution seismic
imaging program including reflection, surface wave analysis, and crosshole tomography. The primary
goals were to determine the general subsidence geometry and integrity of the core and help ascertain the
involvement of bedrock and native alluvium beneath this earthen dam. Reflection data from this survey
possess excellent frequency content (dominant >150 Hz) and provide high-resolution images of layers
within the pervious shell. Using tightly spaced surface wave profiles, an elongated low shear-wave
velocity chimney-like feature was delineated and interpreted to represent the root of the sinkhole. Based
on seismic, construction, drill, and borehole tracer data, a borehole geophysics program was designed to
identify fractures/joints that might provide seepage pathways. Crosshole seismic data detected a large
low-velocity zone within the bedrock and an associated low-velocity zone within the pervious fill
consistent with the surface seismic interpretations. A comprehensive appraisal of the risk this disturbed
zone represents to the overall integrity of the dam and whether it is a symptom of a larger, yet
undetermined subsurface leaching problem is being developed.

Summary
A sinkhole that formed catastrophically on Clearwater Dam during January of 2003 was the
target of a high-resolution seismic imaging program that included both seismic reflection and surface
wave analysis. The primary goals of this surface seismic investigation was to determine the general
subsidence geometry within the dam (the “root or chimney” of the sinkhole) and help ascertain if and to
what extent bedrock and native alluvium was involved with the sinkhole. This sinkhole formed
approximately 120 ft on the upstream side of the dam crest and when first discovered measured 10 ft
across and 10 ft deep. Seismic data provide insights into the areal extent and approximate affected
volume of dam material. Based on seismic, construction, drill, and borehole tracer data, a borehole
geophysics program was designed to identify fractures/joints that might provide pathways for upstream
water to flow through the pervious fill material and leak past the impervious core. A comprehensive
appraisal of the risk this disturbed zone represents to the overall integrity of the dam and whether it is a
symptom of a larger, yet undetermined subsurface leaching problem should be developed once all
surface and borehole data are assimilated and collectively interpreted.
High-resolution seismic reflection and full-wavefield seismic studies targeted key areas within
and below this earthen dam. The high-resolution seismic reflection portion of the program focused on
bedrock and layering within the impervious core and lower portion of pervious fill in a depth range from
about 40 to 130 ft below the dam surface. Surface wave analysis provided shear wave velocity
measurements in the upper 60 ft of the previous fill material that overlays the impervious dam core.
These two, unique seismic measurement techniques provided key details about the materials associated
with and responsible for the sinkhole.
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Analysis of the shear wave velocity profiles significantly improved our understanding of the
material strengths, affected shallow subsurface, and the area with the greatest risk of continued subsidence. Surface wave data from this site supports the suggestion that the sinkhole formed at the left
extreme of a chimney-like structure as characterized by reduced shear wave velocities (related to stiffness) within the pervious fill. This chimney of disturbed material within the pervious fill is predominantly a left/right feature, appears quite limited in its upstream/ downstream extent, and is most pronounced on profiles crossing directly through the surface depression. On profile C3 at depths greater
than 40 ft below the surface of the dam the disturbed zone is approximately 40 ft wide and extends from
about 5 ft left of the left edge of the sinkhole to 30 ft or so right of the sinkhole center. Located just 8 ft
away, profile C4 possesses a similar reduced velocity zone more closely centered on the sinkhole and
significantly less elongated to the right in comparison to C3. The 3-D geometry of this feature in the
pervious fill material based on the six 2-D surface wave profiles, appears to have the greatest width in
the upstream/ downstream direction near the surface, narrowing with depth. In contrast, the structure
appears extremely elongated in the right/left “fingering” right from the center of the sinkhole as much as
30 ft.
High-resolution reflection sections provide a detailed image of the pervious fill, core, native
alluvium, and bedrock surface in the depth range of about 40 ft to just over 130 ft below the surface of
the dam. Not all reflections returning from within and below the dam can be correlated to known
acoustic contrasts identifiable on construction records. Reflections within the pervious fill are likely
related to undocumented changes in construction materials and/or compaction practices. Cement grout
and placed clay layers were unexpectedly encountered in cores from intervals construction records
indicate “native alluvium” should be present. Cement layers, unplanned placed clay layers, and variations in impervious core dimensions were likely used to remedy problems with cutoff trench stability or
to improve the uniformity of the clay core. Offset in reflections at two-way traveltimes consistent with
the pervious core zone is likely related to subsidence after dam completion. It is possible some subsidence occurred during construction as evidence by the reflection droop observed in places where
overlying layers appear flat. If subsidence occurred during construction extra fill material would have
been used to level the working surface bring it back up to grade. Distortion observed in the reflection
events interpreted as defining the core wedge is likely the result of stability problems during construction, subsidence after completing construction, or horizontal sampling smear.
The bedrock surface appears to have an irregular topography. Undulations on the bedrock surface are likely due to material (and therefore sediment) variability above bedrock. If the velocity function is accurate time-to-depth conversions should compensate for these changes in material properties.
However, due to the very short wavelength nature of the materials changes around the disturbed area it
was not possible to fully compensate for these lateral changes in material properties using NMO velocity
alone. Dramatic drops in amplitude are likely related to fracture/joint zones in bedrock. It is not possible to determine if these fracture/joint systems are open or are grout sealed from construction.
Subsidence below 40 ft in proximity to the sinkhole appears to be non-vertical and directionally
consistent with the “fingering” interpreted on surface wave data. The core wedge appears to become
more uniform upstream. Two areas with apparent fracture/joints systems and associated subsurface
subsidence are interpreted with the system right of the sinkhole correlated to the sinkhole formation.
Once the drilling program is complete and crosshole seismic data interpreted, it should be
possible to more definitively correlate the surface seismic data with a realistic model of the current dam
interior and subgrade. Seismic techniques have rarely provided high resolution, high signal-to-noise
ratio images of the interior of an earthen dam. Reflections interpretable on shot gathers are outstanding
in quality and some of the best in quality and consistency we have ever recorded on the upstream slope
of a dam. Irregularities in reflections on CMP sections from within the pervious fill were used as
indicative of disturbed areas within the dam that resulted from sediment erosion, transport, and
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subsidence, specifically those disturbed areas related to the sinkhole. Inversion of surface wave
dispersion curves into vertical shear wave velocity profiles along a series of lines that intersected the
sinkhole and ran parallel to the strike of the upstream dam surface provided low-resolution yet
interpretable images highlighting areas with low/ reduced compaction. Subsidence of layers within the
dam volume, likely the result of erosion within the alluvium and pervious dam fill, appear to be directly
responsible for the sinkhole.
Disturbed areas are evident on seismic reflection images in the rip-rap layer, pervious fill,
impervious core, and natural alluvium from about 100 ft right and 80 ft or so left of the sinkhole. There
are two reasonably well defined and unique subsidence trends or areas that are interpretable on reflection data below about 40 ft. Subsidence features interpreted right of the sinkhole are the most pronounced and appear to best connect with the vertical chimney structure encountered during trenching of
the sinkhole and imaged on shear wave velocity cross-sections. Two smaller structures are interpreted
left of the sinkhole with the larger of the two appearing to intersect bedrock near the location of an
enlarged joint mapped during construction of the cutoff trench. This more extensive feature left of the
sinkhole appears to have only affected the lower portion of the pervious fill material. The smaller of the
two features seems either dormant or not yet large enough to have migrated vertically into the very nearsurface material.
Based on data collected from borings drilled after the reflection data were collected, processed,
and initially interpreted, it seems likely some irregularities observed on CMP stacked sections could be
related to construction abnormalities not documented in the historical records. If the cutoff trench and
core were dug and placed uniformly and the overlying pervious shell laid down in a horizontally consistent fashion, undulations in reflections from about 40 below ground surface down to the bedrock must
have come as a result of differential settling related to either poor compaction or dissolution/erosion and
subsidence. However, layers of concrete and placed clay were unexpected encountered in at least two of
the borings. Speculation is that these materials were placed to help stabilize the cutoff trench or seal
smaller joints adjacent to the two enlarged joints known to be cement filled. Borings were all placed
offline and away from the areas identified as disturbed on the CMP stacked seismic sections to best
accommodate the crosshole seismic study of the bedrock. The crosshole study is designed to investigate
the most likely areas where interpretations of seismic reflection data indicate disturbed bedrock. As
evident on the two seismic profiles separated by just over 40 ft, the material above bedrock changes
quite dramatically across a very short distance within a 100 ft radius of the sinkhole.
Confirming key seismic interpretations will require borings be made directly on seismic line 1 at
the following locations: about 50 ft right of the sinkhole, 30 ft right of the sinkhole, and 40 ft left of the
sinkhole. The six-boring pattern completed at the time of this writing was designed to surround the
fractured or altered limestone bedrock area. This pattern optimizes the crosshole tomography survey but
provides little or no ground truth for the surface seismic data. Enhanced confidence and improved interpretations will be possible with borings dedicated to the surface seismic reflection and surface wave
data.
This study was extremely successful in optimally applying non-invasive, high-resolution seismic
techniques to target internal features of an earthen dam, a goal not routinely accomplished. Reflection
data from this survey possess excellent frequency content and provide high-resolution images of the
pervious shell as well as impervious core. A unique, optimized acquisition geometry was used to overcome the significant physical limitations imposed on this survey as a result of working on the dam face.
Layers within the pervious shell separated by distances no more than several feet were delineated and
mapped. Using the tightly spaced surface wave profiles it was possible to delineate the elongated
chimney-like feature which represented the root of the sinkhole. If two or more boreholes are placed in
key locations along seismic reflection line 1 it will be possible to develop an accurate map of the dam
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Introduction
In support of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineer’s strong commitment to dam safety, new and/or
adaptations of existing technologies are being identified and evaluated at sites with both physical characteristics conducive to those technologies and failure potential. Proven correlation between acoustic
properties and stiffness/rigidity is the basis for developing and implementing field-efficient, laterally
continuous, non-invasive methods to accurately measure the seismic wavefield. As well, routine noninvasive appraisal of dam/dike core integrity is feasible and could prove quite valuable in some settings.
Ultimately, the goal is to identify localized anomalous material zones—indicative of either dissolution
activity or non-uniform compaction/ settling—prior to surface subsidence or the formation of vertically
extensive chimney features. Seismic techniques hold vast potential for imaging and measuring materials
in a fashion applicable to evaluations of dam integrity.
Clearwater Lake Dam, 30 miles northwest of Popular Bluff, Missouri, was designed and constructed in the early 1940s as a control structure across the Black River (Figure 1). During the design

Figure 1: Aerial photo of Clearwater Dam. Sinkhole and seepage are indicated. Dikes extending into
the lake were part of the 1989 retrofitting for seismic stability and seepage control.
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and building of the cutoff trench two distinct and unique sets of enlarged joints were discovered in the
limestone bedrock. Additional drilling suggested the joints were extremely localized and inferred to only
extend several tens of feet beyond the cutoff trench excavation. Based on the trench and drill findings,
the joints were filled with concrete consistent with the dam building practices of that time.

Sinkhole Chronology and Actions
On January 14, 2003, project
personnel working at Clearwater Lake
found a 10 ft diameter by 10 ft deep
sinkhole (Figure 2). A sinkhole of this
nature and location represented a
threat to dam integrity and prompted a
response by the dam owner. On January 17, 2003, a backhoe excavated the
sinkhole down to 25 ft below ground
surface where the diameter of the subsidence feature narrowed to 3 ft. The
25 ft deep excavation was backfilled
with a clay plug, returning the dam
surface to original grade. On February
15, 2003, with the first sizeable rainfall (1.2 in) since the installation of
the clay plug came subsidence of the
clay plug (3 in around the perimeter Figure 2: Material cross-section of sinkhole perpendicular to
and 6 in at the center). The backfilled the axis of the dam. Dimensions and material classifications are
sinkhole has been under constant sur- based on findings of the excavation and backfill (figure from
veillance since it formed with no evi- Hartung, 2003, USACE).
dence of downstream seepage, upstream slumps, cracks, or whirlpools. Soil engineers describe the 6-ft thick clay blanket covering the
upstream slope as being very compacted and probably hiding a void that likely formed during the
summer of 2002 and then finally collapsed in January, forming the sinkhole.

Program Objectives
Geophysics used during site characterization routinely involves relatively noisy measurements of
earth properties, qualitatively incorporated into working subsurface models with ground truth provided
by observational data sets (e.g., drilling, outcrop studies, etc.). Evaluation of dam and dike integrity and
internal structures complicates and usually eliminates effective use of many geophysical tools due to
layer geometries, conductive materials used during construction, utilities and operational workings,
depth of investigations, and resolution requirements. Body wave seismic techniques have not been
extensively used due to survey costs and resolution requirements. With equipment improvements and
technique developments and the wealth of information contained in the seismic wavefield (body waves
and surface waves), seismic measurement or imaging data are routinely underutilized (Steeples et al.,
1995).
This applied research project was designed to evaluate the applicability of several seismic techniques to identify, evaluate, and delineate key physical characteristics and/or material properties
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associated with failure risk within and beneath Clearwater Dam. High-resolution seismic reflection has
been reasonably successful imaging unconsolidated materials from about 30 ft below ground surface to
depths in access of several hundred feet. As well, detection of fractures in sedimentary rocks has been a
routine objective of seismic reflection surveys. Multichannel surface wave inversion techniques
(MASW) have proven capable of detecting anomalous shear wave velocity zones within and below fill
materials (Miller et al., 1999). Shear wave velocity studies of fill materials provides a general understanding of key engineering properties like stiffness and Poisson’s ratio, leading to an increased awareness of areas susceptible to ground failure.

Program Components
Reflection
For the reflection data to be useful delineating bedrock fractures it is imperative to maximize the
resolution potential, interpretability, and signal-to-noise ratio of reflection returning from within the
dam. Intra-dam reflections provide improved time-to-depth conversions and a relative guide for determining real structures and anomalies observed on reflections from bedrock from artifacts. To maximize
the chance of recording reflections from within the dam and alluvium beneath the dam, two CMP profiles (Mayne, 1962) were acquired using a single source line (located just above the sinkhole, along the
access road at the top of the clay blanket) and two parallel 120-channel fixed spreads (one through the
sinkhole and one below the terrace built around the sinkhole) offset from the source by 10 ft and 45 ft
(Figure 3). This geometry was designed to maintain the optimum recording window and image the subsurface parallel to the dam axis, straddling the sinkhole’s subsurface expression (Hunter et al., 1984).
Data were acquired and processed to delineate local irregularities in stratigraphy, structure, and material
properties from about 40 ft below ground surface to as deep as 250 ft below ground surface.

Figure 3: Site map with elevation contours, sinkhole, and planned locations of two seismic profiles
(surface wave/tomography and high-resolution reflection).
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Data acquisition and processing for the 2-D profile data generally followed well-established
shallow high-resolution data acquisition methodologies, emphasizing correlation with ground truth,
shear wave velocity profiles, and optimized velocity control for reflection coherency and resolution and
accuracy of time-to-depth conversions (Hunter et al., 1984; Knapp and Steeples, 1986; Steeples and
Miller, 1990).
Surface Wave Inversion
Surface wave data were acquired on six lines crossing the sinkhole parallel to the dam axis (Figure 3). Data were acquired simultaneously on two adjacent 120-station lines with the energy source moving incrementally from shot station to shot station between the two recording lines. Each profile used the
same spread geometry and numbering sequence relative to a line perpendicular to the dam axis that split
the sinkhole in half. Acquiring these data in this fashion permitted excellent line-to-line correlation and
made it possible for 2½-D interpretations of the shear wave velocity field. With the unique requirements
of surface wave measurements it was imperative to use an accelerated weight drop source, low frequency
receivers, and close receiver spacing.

Data Acquisition
Data were acquired using different spread geometries for the two different types of data. All
source and receiver lines were generally centered on the sinkhole (Figure 3). Energy recorded by two
sub-parallel receiver lines was from a single energy source moving along an offset source line (Figure
4). This orientation provided twice the number of subsurface sample points per shotpoint, thereby improving the economics and the spatial sampling interval of the resulting sections. Two receiver lines and
one source line were used for the reflection data and six receiver lines and three source lines provided
the best subsurface coverage for surface wave data, considering the site limitations (Figure 5).
For ease in working on the sinkhole with heavy equipment, a clay bench was constructed to provide a level working surface on the side of the dam. This clay bench complicated the data processing
some due to the nearly 3 ft change in elevation for receivers placed on the bench versus those into the
clay blanket.
Unique geometries and
equipment were necessary to
optimize these two techniques for
different portion of the subsurface, physical earth properties,
and resolution requirements. For
the reflection data, a pair of 120channel lines with two 40 Hz
L28E geophones per receiver
station recorded three 10 second,
25 to 250 Hz IVI minivib sweeps
at each shot station. All reflection
ground stations were separated
by 4 ft. Surface wave data are
four shot vertical stacks of
RAWD impacts that were recorded by two 120-station receiver lines each with a single Figure 4: View of RAWD traveling between two surface wave
GS11D 4.5 Hz geophone at each profiles (C1 and C2).
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receiver station. Source and receiver stations
for surface wave data were separated by 2 ft.
Surface wave lines were about 240 ft long and
extended about 50 ft upstream from the edge
of the road at the top of the clay blanket.
Reflection lines were almost 500 ft long with
the upstream most line about 50 ft from the
upstream edge of the road at the top of the
clay blanket. All data for this study were
recorded on a 24-bit, 240-channel Geometrics
Strataview seismograph with a StrataVisor
NZC controller. These acquisition parameters
provided dense subsurface coverage over that
area that appeared from surface investigations
and construction documentation to be the
most likely volume responsible for the sinkhole (Figure 5).
Several reflecting events are easily interpretable at times between 40 and 120 msec
(Figure 6). Considering the velocity and nearsurface conditions of this earthen dam structure, these reflections are of outstanding quality and quantity. With dominant frequencies
around 200 Hz, normal moveout velocities
(NMO) of 1500 ft/sec to 2500 ft/sec, and
reflection hyperbolae that extend completely
through the noise cone, resolution and signalFigure 5: Line layout for surface wave data (a) and
to-noise are much higher than expected.
reflection data (b).
Using a practical vertical resolution limit of
½-wavelength and the radius of the Fresnel Zone as the fully resolvable horizontal limit, beds as thin as
4 ft and objects as small as 30 to 40 ft in diameter can be resolved.
Fundamental surface wave energy possesses excellent dispersive characteristics with a frequency
range from 35 Hz down to as low as maybe 3 Hz, providing excellent penetration and near-surface
resolution. Shot records of surface wave energy (Figure 7) are markedly different in appearance and
wave properties in comparison to reflection shot gathers (Figure 6). The dominant energy traveling
across the record is the surface wave also known as ground roll. With the excellent dispersive
characteristics and frequency content evident in the shot gather it is no surprise that the dispersion curve
is well formed and can be concisely interpreted (Figure 8). Penetration depths based on the half wavelength estimates could reach 50 to 60 ft providing reliable shear wave velocities to those depths.
Data points were surveyed in using a differential GPS unit sold by Trimble. The system included a 4700 base and 4800 rover unit providing x, y, and z accuracy of less than 1 inch. Line placement was dictated by location of the sinkhole, steepness of the upstream dam face, geometry of the
sinkhole, and construction information. GPS readings were taken at key benchmarks and as many of the
receiver and source stations as possible.
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Figure 6: Representative shot gathers from across line P1. Reflections are evident on all these spectral
balanced shot gathers. Based on stacking velocities, reflections from 80 msec are approximately 100 ft
deep.
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Figure 7: Surface wave shot gather.

Figure 8: Surface wave dispersion curve.

Data Processing
Seismic Reflection
High-resolution seismic reflection
data, by its very nature, lends itself to overprocessing, inappropriate processing, and
minimal involvement processing. Interpretations of high-resolution shallow reflection
data must take into consideration not only
the geologic information available, but also
each step of the processing flow and the
presence of reflection events on raw unprocessed data. Processing for the reflection
portion of this study included only operations or processes that enhanced signal-tonoise-ratio and/or resolution as determined
by evaluation of high confidence reflections
interpreted directly on shot gathers (Figure
9). For the most part, processing of high
resolution shallow reflection data is a matter
of scaling down conventional processing
techniques and methods; however, without
extreme attention to details, conventional
processing approaches will produce undesirable artifacts. In-field processing of the reflection data resulted in correlated shot
gathers that were subject to a variety of
scaling and filtering operations. In-field
processing was coincident with data acquisition and did not impact the full day field
schedules.

Figure 9: Generalized processing flow.
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The basic architecture and sequence of processing steps followed during the generation of the
final stacked sections were similar to conventional petroleum exploration flows (Yilmaz, 1987). The
primary exceptions related to the step-by-step QC necessary for the highest confidence interpretations of
shallow features and realization of full resolution potential (Miller et al., 1989; Miller et al., 1990; Miller
and Steeples, 1991) (Figure 9). Specific distinctions relate to the emphasis placed on velocity analysis
(Miller, 1992), lack of extensive wavelet processing, care and precision placed on muting, step-by-step
analysis of effects of each operation on reflected energy, limiting statics operations to maximum shifts
no greater than one-quarter wavelength of the dominant reflection energy with large correlation windows, and coincident iterative velocity and statics analysis.

Production Processing Surface Wave
To ensure accurate and consistent MASW results it is imperative to process only the optimum
traces (selection based on source-to-receiver distance for a particular target interval) from each shot
gather. For these data about 30 traces per gather were analyzed using the software package SurfSeis.
Each shot gather (Figure 7) was transformed to produce one dispersion curve and assigned a surface
location corresponding to the middle point of the spread (Figure 8). Care was taken to ensure that the
spectral properties of the t-x data (shot gathers) were consistent with the maximum and minimum f-vc
values (vc is the phase velocity of surface waves) contained in the dispersion curve. Estimating the
dispersion curve in this fashion is both robust and allows identification and removal of coherent source
noise on both the shot gather and dispersion curve (Park et al., 1998). Inverting the dispersion curve
produces a shear-wave velocity profile as a function of depth (Figure 10). Assumptions necessary for
this inversion, such as Poisson’s ratio, density, and layer model, can be made with confidence considering the dependence of each on the shear wave velocity profile (Xia et al., 2000). Each shot gather produces a single velocity with depth trace that, when combined with velocity traces from all the shots
along the survey line, produced 2-D shear wave velocity maps.

Figure 10: Shear wave velocity profile determined by inverting surface wave dispersion curves.
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Interpretation
Interpretations for this paper are limited to identifying changes in subsurface layer geometry;
amplitude, frequency, and phase characteristics that appear to relate to subsurface non-uniformities; and
lateral variations in seismic properties. Shear wave velocity is commonly used as a measure of material
rigidity or stiffness. Lateral changes in material properties are most obvious on 2-D shear wave images
produced using continuous profiling techniques. Interpretation of shear wave velocity profiles for this
investigation mainly focused on drops in shear wave velocity that could be correlated to the sinkhole
location. Considering the age and construction of this earthen dam, compaction is going to naturally
vary independent of any current or previous dissolution/erosion related activities. Changes in compacttion could manifest themselves in reflection droop or shear wave velocity changes unrelated to the
subsidence responsible for the sinkhole formation.
Shear wave velocity profiles targeted the upper 40 ft or so of the dam, focusing predominantly
on areas near and below the sinkhole currently exhibiting characteristic consistent with zones of potential structural weakness. Data on some lines possessed sufficient low frequencies to allow interpretations of features as deep as 80 to 90 ft. The upstream extent of the subsurface disturbed zone associated
with the sinkhole was of the greatest interest. One surface wave line was recorded downstream of the
sinkhole, two over the sinkhole, and three were recorded upstream of the sinkhole. There appears to be
little or no abnormality in the shear wave velocity downstream of the sinkhole. Only the first profile
upstream (C4) seems to have a subsurface signature consistent with predicted subsidence effects on
shear-wave velocity. Clearly from the surface wave data, the “root” of the sinkhole is a chimney-type
structure and evident on profiles that cross directly through the sinkhole and one immediately upstream
of the sinkhole.
Line C3 provides the most dramatic view of the sinkhole “root” (Figure 11). From the line C3
cross-section it appears as though the affected subsurface is around 40 ft wide predominantly in the

Figure 11: Clearwater Dam, Line C3, Vs, ft/s, 6-28 Hz frequency range.
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Figure 12: Clearwater Dam, Line C4, Vs, ft/s, 6-28 Hz frequency range.
right/left directions. Near-surface (upper 20 ft) the subsurface footprint of the sinkhole is well constrained and appears to be maybe 10 ft wide with some minor velocity reductions extending as far as
20 ft from the sinkhole center to the right. This wide zone of influence is not unexpected or inconsistent
with the trenching that was completed near the time the sinkhole was first discovered. Vertical trenching suggested the subsidence was 10 ft wide at the ground surface narrowing to a diameter of just a few
feet at around 20 ft below ground surface. This disturbed cone has a zone outside the physical subsidence area that will have altered shear wave velocities much larger than the subsidence feature itself.
Clearly below 30 ft the zone of marked influence increases to almost 40 ft, asymmetric to the right of the
sinkhole itself.
Mapping just the lowest velocity material and therefore looking at the largest lateral shear wave
velocity gradient on line C4, the 10 ft diameter sinkhole appears well defined and very vertical (Figure
12). However, at increasing depths below 20 ft the footprint of the sinkhole becomes more pronounced
with a more complex failure pattern below 60 ft than the simple sagging layers as apparent above about
20 ft. Without line C3 (Figure 11) it would be difficult to accurately place the subsurface area associated with the sinkhole on line C4 (Figure 12). Some of the variability in shear velocity is clearly related
to non-uniform construction practices (e.g. drop in shear velocity at 25 ft below station 40 ft to 20 ft left
of the center of the sinkhole). A localized drop in shear velocity below 60 ft is interpreted as related to
the sinkhole. It is likely the subsurface expression of the sinkhole becomes irregular at these depths and
in this case begins to enlarge upstream, but to a much smaller degree than it extends right at these same
depths as evidenced on line C3.
Common midpoint (CMP) stacked sections provide an excellent glimpse into the internal layer
geometry from bedrock to about 40 ft below ground surface. To insure the safety of the operation, the
IVI minivib was used only along the road at the top of the clay blanket and therefore reflection data
were acquired using a single source line (along the access road at the top of the clay blanket) and two
parallel lines offset from the source 15 ft and 50 ft and straddling the sinkhole (Figure 5). Reflection
frequencies were quite high considering the nature of the man made fill that composes this dam. Inter1094
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Figure 13: CMP stacked section from line P1. Reflections from the alluvium/clay core contact with the
pervious fill is evidenced by the dramatic change in reflection character at about 80 ms.
pretable reflections are evident from about 50 ms to more than 100 ms on line P1, translating to a depth
range from around 30 ft to 140 ft (Figure 13). While line P2 has reflections that can be interpreted from
about 60 to 70 ms down to around 90 ms. This difference is related to source offset and therefore sampling of reflection points from uniquely different portions of the dam’s internal structure. The coherent
low frequency event on P1 at about 40 msec is a refraction artifact.
Data quality and resolution potential along line P1 are very good with coherent reflections
returning from within the pervious fill and core/alluvium that possess dominant frequencies from 100 Hz
to over 200 Hz (Figure 13). An obvious change in reflection characteristics marks the top of the impervious core at about 80 msec. Reflections from the top of the core are very irregular in geometry and coherency seeming to imply a lack of uniformity in the pervious fill/core contact. Considering where the
subsurface sampling points are for this line, it is very likely some of this disturbed looking surface is a
result of smear along the upstream face of the impervious core and the upstream toe of the core. With
the reflection wavelet having a horizontal dimension that exceeds 50 ft, each reflection wavelet returning from the core surface is actually the average of not only the CMP on the sampling plane, but also
information from points all along the upstream wedge (core toe) and the 1-to-1 slope of the clay core
above the top of the alluvium across the entire 50+ ft sampling area. The wide sampling area effectively
smears the information returning in the reflection wavelet so all the features within about a 50 ft circle
around the reflecting point will be averaged into the reflection wavelet recorded from a particular CMP.
With this resolution limitation in mind, distinguishing breaks in reflection coherency related to failure
from artifacts related to non-uniform construction practices is very difficult.
Three areas can be identified on line P1 with reflection geometries that imply subsidence and
therefore reduced compaction of the fill (Figure 14). Most significant is the apparent subsidence,
mapped through reflection droop, that originates beneath the sinkhole and angles to the right through the
pervious fill and clay core ending at the top of bedrock where reduced amplitudes and scattered seismic
energy seem to suggest fracturing. This is clearly the most pronounced and likely candidate volume
possibly representing the “root” of the sinkhole. Another volume that appears to have reflection
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Figure 14: Interpreted CMP stack of line P1 showing key layers and abnormalities.
geometries consistent with the subsurface model of subsidence features is about 30 ft left of the sinkhole
and can be described as a relatively narrow chimney like feature that appears to correlate to a section of
the bedrock characterized by disturbed reflections with reduced coherency, signal-to-noise, and minor
scattering. This feature does not have a direct tie to the sinkhole location nor to the trenching that was
done to over 20 ft tracking the sinkhole into the subsurface. A third and final area with unusual reflection geometries is about 130 ft right of the sinkhole and appears to be a construction remnant. It relates
to an area of the core (based on reflections) that possesses some sag, similar in nature to those observed
beneath gradual subsidence features.
One more area on line P1 that bears monitoring and possibly further investigation is located
within what is interpreted as the impervious core toe or wedge between the sinkhole and about 120 ft left
of the sinkhole (Figure 14). This zone is characterized by lower frequency and highly undulating reflection events. Considering the size of the horizontal sampling zone, it is not possible to say definitely that
this unusual character is due to reduced competence or if this is a construction artifact associated with
the apparent trouble that was experience in grouting the enlarged joints and retaining the integrity of the
core trench. However, until an invasive sample is taken, it will not be possible to constrain the interprettation further.
Combining the interpretations of all the seismic data, the sinkhole appears to have formed as a
result of dissolution/erosion of materials right of the sinkhole itself following a path that leads to the
horizontal extension of the known enlarged joint pattern. It is therefore imperative to find the path fluids
took when moving sediment out of the dam interior and downstream if there is any hope of effectively
remediating the structure. A cross-hole seismic survey has investigated the apparent fractures observed
on seismic reflection data on the bedrock surface. Construction materials (neat grout and placed clay
layers) were encountered in boreholes drilled based on seismic data in places not expected from construction records alone. These unexpected encounters implies the core trench was likely much large in
this area than planned and possibly responsible for some of the irregular reflection arrivals interpreted as
disturbed materials.
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One boring encountered concrete above bedrock and a river gravel and two others placed clay
layers inside alluvial zone and neat grout just above rock. These abnormalities are indicative of realtime fixes to problems encountered during construction but not reported in any known surviving
documentation. If these materials are laterally continuous across distance as short as a few 10s of feet
they could produce reflections with irregular wavelet attributes, possess characteristics potentially
indicative of subsidence (droop, amplitude variability, extreme dips, etc.), and/or difficult to correlate
with dam designs and therefore assumed related to changes in internal dam structure since construction.

Conclusions
It appears from the two data sets that the narrow “chimney” that has been observed to depth in
excess of 20 ft through vertical trenching is significantly wider below about 30 or 40 ft from the ground
surface and trends to the right along a narrow finger like corridor. This elongated to the right and very
irregular pattern is for the most part associated with a predominantly vertical meander pattern. The
overall seismic data quality appears excellent with greater penetration of the surface wave data than
expected and shallower imaging with the P-wave data than planned. Disturbed bedrock and dam
materials are interpretable on seismic data and provide insight into the mechanism responsible for the
remove of sediment and eventual subsidence within the dam.
Surface Wave Analysis
Data from the shallow portion of the sections (upper 15 ft) is not nearly as accurate as was
planned. For the most part this is due to the presence of the sinkhole and its effect on wave propagation
associated with the 25 Hz to 60 Hz frequency band. The deeper data however does possess very good
signal-to-noise and therefore equally as good convergence to a solution.
P-wave Reflection Data
The reflection data were excellent and much better than expected. With upper corner frequencies extending well beyond 300 Hz the data resolution was sufficient to all the detection of layering
within the dam shell material (pervious fill), likely indicative of the layering and compaction sequences
used during construction. This higher than expected resolution also allows the expression of the
sinkhole to be tracked from about 40 ft below the ground surface down to the top of bedrock with
unusual accuracy and associated confidence.
Starting at the top of the section beneath the sinkhole, a downdropped reflection can be seen at
about 50 ms with equates to about 45 ft. This zone is about 15 ft wide and extends from about station 8
ft right to 8 ft left of the sinkhole, from here it drifts strongly to the right side. At about 70 ft it appears
to widen from 10 ft left of the sinkhole to over 40 ft right of the sinkhole. Looking deeper into the
section the “chimney” or subsidence-altered zone appears to meander around stronger or more resistant
layers, with these stronger layers forming bridges or in some cases subsiding intact. At the top of the
clay core, interpreted at about 80 ms (~100 ft) the subsiding materials have left either the top or a reflective layer near the top offset a bit. The void or less competent area in the subsurface continues to move
right where at the bedrock surface correlates with a set of what appear to be fractures located between
80 ft and 20 ft right of the sinkhole. These inferred fractures correlated quite closely to the projection of
the enlarged joints observed during dam construction.
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